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Introduction 
 
The Visitor Information Collection Program is a comprehensive survey created to gather Gravenhurst specific visitor 
demographics, trends, motives for visiting and what products, services or experiences would most likely encourage 
new or return visits. The program has run consecutively over three years from 2018 to 2020. 
 
This data has identified strengths and gaps of local tourism offerings, set baselines and assisted in the development of 
the Tourism Destination Plan and the Wharf Revitalization Plan. These plans are intended to grow and support our 
local and regional tourism economy, and will foster overall community benefit.  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused unexpected challenges and temporary closures to many local attractions, retailers 
and accommodation operators. Through conversations such as the those that occurred as part of the Annual Business 
Review, sector businesses who could shift operationally to remain open, saw increased traffic, especially from January 
– March and October – December. Data collected in 2020 is expected to be somewhat skewed, to reflect the changes 
in habits of visitors including those that ventured out provincially to discover new places and experiences.    
 
This data collection process is supported by a large number of local partners and businesses, who have been involved 
since the beginning of the process. This program could not have been successful without their support and 
partnerships. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
For the purpose of this review, a visitor is defined as “A person who travels to a destination outside of their usual 
environment”. Therefore a visitor is considered someone who does not live, work or own property within the municipal 
boundaries of the Town of Gravenhurst. 
 
The Gravenhurst Getaway Contest asked visitors to Gravenhurst to provide information about the size and 
demographics of their group, details of travel and stay, spending habits and information on the activities they 
participated in while visiting. The online survey was marketed using promotional cards found at various local 
businesses where visitors were most likely to frequent, such as accommodators, retailers and attraction locations. The 
survey was also marketed online through both municipal and partner social media channels.  Marketing also utilized 
targeted ads to reach visitors who had visited during the 2020 year. 
  
Invalid submissions were identified and removed prior to evaluation of the data. Removed data included submissions 
from a Resident (permanent or seasonal) or Duplicates (same respondent on the same day or responses from members 
of the same group visiting together). Duplicate group information, such as number of group members, etc. has been 
removed from all but one of the group’s responses to ensure individual members or activities are not counted multiple 
times. However, individual group member response related to wants/needs or improvements were incorporated. 
Return visits must have at least five (5) days in between to not be considered duplicate entries. 
 
The survey did not ask for a spending breakdown and is not able to determine the specific percentages spent on 
individual purchases (food, lodging, attraction tickets, etc.) and could be something to consider for future surveys. 
Regional Dollars are from visitors living within our trade area (30min radius around Gravenhurst from Orillia to 
Huntsville) and New Dollars were determined by a 40 km radius threshold based on postal code and is consistent with 
the Ontario Tourism Regional Economic Impact Model (TREIM 2017). 
 
 The Results….. 
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Additional Insights: 2020 saw less overall survey responses than last year, although more than 2018.  As many of our 
tourism sector businesses were closed or limited to in-person patrons due to the pandemic, it was difficult to engage 
with visitors through program partners and hardcopy marketing materials.  Social media was the predominate means 
of promotion, which was significantly scaled back, then halted to deter visits and COVID-19 community spread. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Additional Insights: The percentage of Couples visiting has been consistent over the last three years. It’s not surprising, 
due to COVID-19, the number of international visitors has decreased. 2020 saw a 3% increase in Families as well as a 
7% increase in Couples (+16%), while Adult Groups of 3+ saw a decrease (-12%).  The Average Group size in 2020 was 
3.2 people per group. 

964 Surveys 
Completed 
 

92 Invalid Responses  
(12) Duplicates, (6) Locals,  
(74) Previously Visited 

872 Valid 
Surveys 
 

Ages and Place of Origin 

2281 Adults (19+) 
(644) 19-29 yrs, (645) 30-45 yrs 
(854) 46-65 yrs, (138) 66+ yrs 
 

239 Youth (11-18) 
(122) 11-14 yrs, (117) 15-18 yrs 
 

246 Kids (0-10)  
 

97% Inter-Province Visitors 
(206) Central 
(258) Southwestern 
(269) Toronto/GTA 
(79) Northern 
(39) Eastern 

2% Other National Visitors 
(14) Western Canada 
(4) Eastern Canada 
 

1% International Visitors 
(3) USA 
(1) UK 

40 Businesses 
Participated 

63% Couples (19+) 
(547) 2 Person Groups 
 

32% Families/Groups 
with Kids or Youth 
(150) Kids, (128) Youth 
 

5% Groups (no kids) 
(48) Groups with 3+ 
 

Survey Interest and Data Validation 

Marketing/Promo (Social Media & Webpage) 
(23) Posts, (38,079) Post Views, (671) Post Engagements, (2,132) Post Clicks 
(2,396) Accessed the Survey, (356) Card Leads, (89%) Conversion Rate  
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Additional Insights: The main reasons for visiting Gravenhurst in 2020 was consistent to previous years in the main 
three categories.  When compared to previous years, 2020 saw an increase in Outdoor Recreation (+7%), a decrease 
(-8%) in visitors coming specifically to Shop and an increase of visitors to town as they stopped On-Route (+5%) to 
other destinations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Additional Insights: 2020 saw a drastic change in the time of year visitors were travelling.  In comparison to 2019, 
responses in winter (+12%), spring (+3%), and fall (+4%) all increased while there was a significant decrease in the 
percentage of respondents during the Summer (-21%). Regional travellers responding to the survey decreased by half 
over last year, and these was a slight decrease in those visiting from 1-3 hours away. Visitors from over 3 hours saw an 
11% increase. Efforts have and continue to increase overall visitations during the shoulder seasons, and over the last 
few years, data has shown more visitors are taking advantage of fall and winter activities in Gravenhurst. 

23% Getaway/ 
Rest & Relaxation 

17% Outdoor 
Recreation 

10% First Time/ 
Discover New Places 

  

Length of Stay and Lodging 

Travel Times & Mode of Transportation 

23% Travel over 3 Hrs 
(117) 3-4 hours 
(86) 4+ hours 
 8% Regional Travellers 

(66) 0-30 mins  
 

69% Travel between 1-3 Hrs 
(306) 1-2 hours 
(294) 2-3 hours 
 

97% By Car 
 

1% By Plane 
National & International 
 
1% By Bus 
Between Kitchener & North Bay 

1% By Boat 
From Regional docks/launches 
 

Length of Stay and Lodging 

19% Visiting 
Friends & Family 

 

20% Nov - Jan 
(178) 
 

20% Feb - Apr 
(177) 
 

30% May - Jul 
(261) 
 

29% Aug - Oct 
(256) 
 

11% On-Route 
To Other Place 

Top 5 Reasons for Visiting 
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Additional Insights: During conversations as part of the Annual Business Review, that Traditional B&B’s were mostly 
closed during the pandemic, while those accommodations which could offer isolated/distanced lodging were highly 
sought after and booked quickly.  The largest change seen was those Staying with Family and Friends, which is assumed 
to be a result of the public health measures in place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Insights: 2020 data showed visitors were more interested in Sports and Rec activities (+14%), Shopping 
(+10%), however due to various cancellations Events/Festivals decreased (-13%). 
 
 
 
 

15% Family/Friends 
(127) Personal Residences 
 

20% Hotel/Motel/Inn 
(172) Traditional Lodging 
 

4% Traditional B & B 
(35) Private Lodging 
 6% Camping 

(54) Outdoor/RV 
 

3% Resort 
(30) Lodging + Amenities 
 
 

45% Day-Trippers 
(393) Day Trips  
 
 

35% Weekenders  
(115) 1 Night 
(195) 2 Nights 
 

17% Mid-Weekers 
(117) 3-5 Nights 
(30) 1 Week 
 

3% Extended Holidayers 
(22) More Than 1 Week 
 

Activities and Interests 

64% Dining 
(558) Eat-in/Take-out 

 

53% Shopping 
(464) Products/Services 

 

81% Sports & Rec 
(389) Parks & Beaches 
(226) Boating/Hiking 
(81) Camping 
(20) Tournaments 

 

30% Attractions 
(115) Steamship/Centre 
(101) Boat Cruise 
(20) Opera House 
(23) Bethune Museum 

 

16% Event/Festival 
(127) Farmers’ Market 
(100) Local Events 

 

13% Short Term Rentals 
(157) Room/Cottage/Vacation Rentals 
 

Length of Stay and Lodging 
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Additional Insights: While total respondent spending varies from year to year based on response rate, comparing the 
average consumer spend provides important trend. The Average Spent Per Group Per Visit over the last three years 
has been on a downward trajectory with 2019 decreasing $362.50 in comparison to 2018 and a further decrease of 
$56.75.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional Insights: Visitor movement stayed relatively consistent over the last three years, with more visitors 
choosing to stay only in Gravenhurst (+10%) in both 2019 and 2020 compared to 2018.  Although COVID-19 presented 
unique challenges this year, it did not seem to impact or decrease the percentage of visitors moving within and around 
the region.  
 

186 ($0-$100)
243 ($100-250)
184 ($250-500)

70% $100-$500
146 ($500-$1000)

55 ($1000-$1500)

23% $500-$1500
23 ($1500-$2000)
11 ($2000-$3000)

4% $1500-$3000
7 ($3000+)

3% $1500-$3000

38% Bracebridge (332) 
31% Huntsville (268) 
 22% Muskoka Lakes (191) 

 15% Algonquin Park (129)   
  11% Lake of Bays (92) 

   8% Georgian Bay (66) 
 
33% Not Visiting Anywhere Else (286) 
 

 

$ $387,825 Total Spent by Survey Respondents (Approx.) 
$444.75 Average Spent Per Group/Visit  

$34,904 Regional Visitor Spending 
(60) Responses 
 

$352,921 Non-Regional Visitor Spending 
(812) Responses 
 9% Regional Visitor Spending 

(60) Responses 
 

91% Non-Regional Visitor Spending 
(812) Responses 
 

$ $ 

Spending and Economic Impacts 

Other Regional Stops and Excursions 
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Additional Insights: The total above exceeds 100% as many visitors are using multiple methods when planning their 
trip and looking for things to do once they get here. Planning and research methods have been consistent over the last 
3 years. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Insights: 200+ respondents shared positive comments and experiences. They see Gravenhurst as a quaint 
small town with many things to offer.  Some returned respondents noted the positive growth and changes to the 
downtown and wharf areas over the last few years. 

Overall Experience 

100% Enjoyed Their Visit to 
Gravenhurst 
 
 

98% Plan on Returning to Gravenhurst 
  2% Are Not Returning 

56% Wanted Direct Info on 
Future Tourism Events, etc. 
 
 

What Visitors said they like about Gravenhurst (Summarized) 
• Gravenhurst is beautiful! 
• People and businesses are friendly and helpful 
• Keep up the good work. The town has been consistently improving. 
• I love the energy that is developing in Gravenhurst. 

69% Personal Experience or Connection 
(330) Visited Before, (270) Word of Mouth (Friend/Family) 

57% Internet & Social Media 
(159) Social Media, (131) Muskoka Tourism Website, (64) Town of Gravenhurst Website, 
(102) Experience Gravenhurst Website, (46) Explorers Edge Website 
  

12% Print and Traditional Advertising 
(73) Muskoka Visitor Centre, (7) Newspaper, (9) Radio, (3) Chamber Visitor Directory, (8) Television 

Planning and Researching Visits 
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Additional Insights: The numbers in brackets above outline comments related to the specific heading. Totals will not 
add up to 100% as respondents may have selected multiple areas of improvement and may not have provided 
additional insights or suggestions for each.  26% noted “Accommodations” while 18% said “Services or Experiences”. 
These are consistent with comments and suggestions provided in the previous two surveys and have been captured 
as opportunities and growth develop within the Tourism Destination and Wharf Revitalization Plans. 
 

What new event, attraction or store would you like to see in Gravenhurst? 
• New Types of Restaurants and Unique Dining Experiences 
• Music, Food & Beverage and Family Friendly Events  
• More Live Music, Indoor Attractions and Outdoor Recreation/Adventure Tours 
• More Specialty/Artisan Stores, including Outdoor Shopping & Markets 
  

 

Visitor Groups - Overview and Insights Wants and Improvements 

Do you have any other comments (experiences, suggestions or Improvements)? 
• More and affordable accommodation options 
• Extended Store Hours (Seasonal and Evenings) 
• Lack of Night Life/Evening Entertainment 
• More/Better Marketing of Activities, and Packages 
• Public Art or outdoor exhibits  
• Pet centric stores, services and events 
• Car Rental Places 
• Community Beautification (unique features, more flowers, etc.) 

64% Dining 
(33) “More” Restaurants  
(18) Bar/Pub/Brewery 
(12) More Diversity 
(9) Family/Child Friendly 
(7) Fine Dining 
(5) Outdoor Dining 
(2) Chain/Fast Food 
 

 

 30% Shopping 
(25) Artisans/Local/Specialty 
(10) “More” Stores 
(9) Open Air/Pop-Ups 
(4) Clothing/Shoes 
(4) Department Store (Walmart) 
(4) Health & Beauty (Spa)  
(1) Sporting Goods/Outdoor 
 
 
 
 

 

54% Attractions 
(27) Outdoor Recreation (Trails, etc.) 
(19) Other Boat Cruises/Tours 
(11) Steamship/Centre 
(10) Indoor Amusements (Movies) 
(10) Outdoor Amusements (Go Karts)  
(9) Motorized Rentals (Boats, ATV) 
(9) Winter Recreation  
(9) Adventures/Eco Tours/Lodging 
(8) Non-Motorized Rentals 
(7) Opera House/Shows 
(3) Children’s Places 

 

51% Event/Festival 
(44) Music/Concerts 
(26) Arts/Cultural 
(20) General Community 
(20) Food/Drink 
(17) Art/Crafts/Antiques 
(15) Farmers’ Market 
(13) Fall/Winter 
(7) Children/Family 
(3) Sport/Recreation 
 

Request for activities/infrastructure already in place  
• Farmers’ Market • Outdoor, Live Music/Concerts 
• Movies in the Park • Public Skating 
• Theater/Shows • Boat Cruises (including Dinner Cruises) 
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Day Trippers 
 
This group of visitors is consistently the largest survey demographic visiting Gravenhurst. 
In 2020, 45% were Day Trippers which is a 5% decrease over last year.   
 
Most Day Trippers are couples or groups of two (48%). Those with children or youth make 

up 26% of the total number of Day Tripper visits. Groups of Day Trippers have the highest 
proportion of guests under 18 years of age (14%) and make up 38% of total child or youth 

visitors, with the majority being 10 years and under. The largest age demographics of Day Trippers are those 46-65 
Years of age (31%). The percentage of children and youth decreased over 2019, demographics of Day Trippers remain 
fairly consistent over the last three years.  The Average Group size for Day Trippers is 3.2 people. 
 
On average, Day Trippers are spending approximately $78/per group/per trip, with the largest group spending 
between $0-$100 (41%) and $100-$250 (40%). In total, Day Trippers surveyed spent approximately $68,100 and is 
18% of total visitor spending.  This is consistent with spending habits of Day-Trippers in 2019 and 2018. 
 
38% of Day Trippers who only visited Gravenhurst made no other regional stops, which is consistent with 2019 and 
2018.  A shift occurred in 2020, more respondents were using Gravenhurst as a stop to their final destination as 
opposed to coming to Gravenhurst specifically.  
 
Day Trippers are regional visitors or driving from within a two-hour radius, opportunities for increasing these visitors 
continue to revolve around creating additional dining options, recreation as well as interesting and unique events and 
attractions, especially those that are family friendly as one quarter of Day Trippers have children or youth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

28% Travel 2-3 hrs 
 8% Travel 3+ hrs 
 

64% Travel 0 min - 2 hrs 
 

Travel Times 

32% Bracebridge 
 
19% Muskoka Lakes 
 

30% Huntsville 
 

Regional Stops 

13% Visiting Friends/Family 
 

14% Outdoor Recreation 
 

21% On Route 
 

Main Reasons for Visiting 

65% Couples/Group of 2 
 
19% Adult Groups of 3+ 
 

26% Groups with Kids/Youth 
 

Groups Make up 

43% 46-65+ yrs 
 
30% 19-29 yrs 
 

27% 30-45 yrs 
 

Ages (adult groups only) 

63% Dining 
 
38% Parks & Beaches 
 

51% Shopping 
 

Top Activities While Visiting 

100% Enjoyed Their Visit 
 98% Plan to Return 
 

Overall Experience 
69% Restaurants/Dining 
 
25% Attractions 
 

26% Events/Festivals 
 

Top Wants/Improvements 

53% $100-$500 
 
2% 1,500+ 
 

4% $500-$1,500 
 

Spending Habits 
41% $0-$100 
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Weekenders 
 
This group combines 1-night (13%) and 2-night stays (22%), for a total of 35% of total visitor 
respondents, which is a slight increase from 2019 (+4%).  
 
Most Weekenders were adult groups of two, which is a significant increase (24%) over 

2019. The Average Group size of Weekenders is 3.0 people. This is expected as trends saw 
the number of groups with children or youth decreased. Age Demographics of Weekenders 

stayed consistent with those seen in 2019. 
 
The majority of Weekenders are staying for 2-Nights (63%). This year, more of these visitors are coming from further 
away.  This is a significant shift from 2019, with an increase (+16%) in those coming from 3 or more hours and a 
decrease (-24%) in regional visitation with this group. Most Weekenders are staying in roofed accommodations (73%), 
with an increased (+7%) in Short-term Rental stays over 2019.  
 
On average, Weekenders surveyed are spending $189 per group/per trip, with the largest segment spending within 
the $250-$500 range (31%), which is consistent with 2019. Weekenders spent approximately $164,575 in 2020, being 
the highest percentage (42%) of total visitor spending of survey respondent groups. This is an increase (+10%) over 
2019 but a decrease (-5%) from 2018. 
 
Weekenders Main Reason for Visiting continued to be Getaway/Vacations which shifted in 2019 from Visiting Friends 
and Family in 2018. There was an increase in “Camping” (+11%) and “First Time/Discovering New Places” (+4%) over 
last year. These are positive up-trends being seen in the type of visitation and shows economic growth within the local 
tourism industry, since 2018.  
 
Many Weekenders (65%) are also visiting other regional locations, however this is a decrease from 2019.  This means 
more (+14%) Weekenders choose to stay and spend in Gravenhurst for their entire trip in 2020. Although this is 
positive it could be a direct result of COVID-19 
 
A number of Weekenders are return visitors (29%) which is a slight decrease (-7%). This group are still seeking new 
and different dining and attraction experiences as well as packages and other recreational opportunities. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

40% Travel 2-3 hrs 
 
30% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs 
 

30% Travel 3+ hrs 
 

Travel Times 

33% Bracebridge 
 28% Huntsville 
 19% Muskoka Lakes 
 

Regional Stops 

33% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation 
 
20% Camping 
 

23% Visiting Family/Friends 

Main Reasons for Visiting 

72% Couples/Group of 2 
 
13% Adult Groups of 3+ 
 

15% Groups with Kids/Youth 
 

Groups Make up 
50% 46-65+ yrs 
27% 30-45 yrs 
23% 19-29 yrs 
 

Ages (adult groups only) 

64% Dining 
 
48% Parks & Beaches 
 

51% Shopping 
 

Top Activities While Visiting 

45% Events/Festivals 
 

59% Dining 
 53% Attractions 
 

Top Wants/Improvements 
41% Hotel/Motel 
 26% Friends/Family 
 

Where They Are Staying 

16% Short Term Rental 
 

Spending Habits 

52% $100-$500 
 
4% 1,500+ 
 

38% $500-$1,500 
 

6% $0-$100 
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Mid-Weekers 
 
Mid-Weekers make up 17% of total visitor respondents and are a combination of those 
staying between 3-5 days (13%) and 1 full week (4%) which is the same as 2019 and 2018.   
 
Although this groups visitation rate has not changed over the last three years, their 

demographic make up has. Mid-Weekers adult mix continues to lean towards younger 
demographics being 19-45 (61%) more than any other group. This year saw an increase over 

2019 (+8%) but when compared to 2018 saw a decrease (-6%). This most noticeable shift is the 
year over year increase in the percentage of Mid-Weeker groups with kids/youth; 2018 (20%), 2019 (27%) and 2020 
being 46%.  This is a 20% increase over the last three years.  The Average group size of Mid-Weekers is 3.4 people. 
 
The majority of Mid-Weekers (79%) are staying between 3-5 days. This group also makes up the majority of 
respondents traveling by alternative forms of transportation to the region being plane and bus. This year, most of 
these visitors are from outside our trade region (85%). 2019 saw a significant increase in regional Mid-Weeker visitors 
(+23%), however this year saw a substantial decrease (-35%) of those traveling from within 30min-2hrs. 
 
On average, Mid-Weekers surveyed are spending $157 per group/per trip, with many spending in the $500-$1,500 
ranges, which is an increase (+16%) over 2019. In total, Mid-Weekers spent approximately $137,300 in 2020 which 
continues to be slightly less on average than Weekenders but more than Day-Trippers. Mid-Weekers contributed 35% 
of overall spending this year which is an increase of 4% from last year. 
 
Over the last three years’ trends show a shift in Mid-Weekers who are staying with Friends and Family to those 
staying in local accommodations. 2020 saw an increase in Short-Term Rentals (+8%) and in Hotel/Motels (+7%) over 
last year. 
 
 Mid-Weekers main reason for visiting continues to be for Getaway/Rest & Relaxation and enjoy the company of 
friends and family in the great outdoors. While here, Mid-Weekers continue to dine, shop and participate in 
recreational opportunities as their top activities.  40% say they have Been Here Before which is a slight increase over 
2019. These visitors continue to emphasize the want for more indoor and outdoor experiences, which are family 
friends and with a range of affordable options. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39% Travel 2-3 hrs 
 15% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs 
 

46% Travel 3+ hrs 
 

Travel Times 

59% Bracebridge 
 38% Huntsville 
 29% Muskoka Lakes 
 

Regional Stops 

20% Visiting Family/Friends 
 18% Outdoor Recreation 
 

46% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation 
 

Main Reasons for Visiting 

38% Couples/Group of 2 
 16% Adult Groups of 3+ 
 

46% Groups with Kids/Youth 
 

Groups Make up 
39% 46-65+ yrs 
36% 30-45 yrs 
25% 19-29 yrs 
 

Ages (adult groups only) 

67% Dining 

54% Parks & Beaches 
 

62% Shopping 
 

Top Actives While Visiting 

45% Events/Festivals 
 

51% Attractions 
 

59% Dining 
 

Top Wants/Improvements 

24% Friends/Family 
 

29% Hotel/Motel 
 

Where They Are Staying 

37% Short Term Rental 
 

Spending Habits 

30% $100-$500 
 
9% 1,500+ 
 

57% $500-$1,500 
 

2% $0-$100 
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Extended Holidayers 
 
Extended Holidayers continue to be the smallest group of survey respondents, staying the 
longest, but making up only 2.5% of total visitors in 2020.   
 

86% of these visitors are travelling from outside our region with many traveling +4hrs 
(41%). The highest percentage of visitors are staying with Friends and Family (55%), while the 

others are staying in Vacation Rentals (27%). The percentage of Extended Holidayers staying with 
Friends and Family increased (+17%) over 2019 but was a decrease (-27%) from 2018. 
 
Unlike last year, the majority of Extended Holidayers are visiting mainly to see Friends & Family (55%), which is 
consistent with where they are staying and is an increase (+16%) over 2019. This shift also saw a decrease in visitation 
for Getaway/Rest & Relaxation (-8%) and Recreation (-15%) over last year. 55% also said they had visited before. 
 
Extended Holidayers in terms of age have shifted in 2020, leaning more to younger adult visitors 19-45 (65%), which 
is an increase (+13%) over 2019 but is consistent with 2018 responses. The Average Group size of Extended 
Holidayers is 3.4 people. 
 
Extended Holidayers continue to spend the most per group/per trip being an average of $794, despite the majority 
in this year staying with Friends/Family and not purchasing lodging as part of their trip. In total, those who took the 
survey spent approximately $17,475. However, this group overall continues to contribute the least amount (5%) into 
the local economy of each visitor group.  The largest spending bracket for these visitors in 2020 was the $100-$250 
range (32%), which is a significant shift from 2019 and 2018 where spending on average was in the $500-$2000 
brackets.  
 
This group is the most active in visiting other regional locations (95%) and in most cases multiple regional destinations 
during their visit. In fact, only 5% are were staying exclusively in Gravenhurst in 2020, which is a decrease (-10%) over 
2019. 
 
Wants or Improvements for this group has shifted from last year with more interest in more/diverse dining experiences 
(+9%), however Events/Attractions still remained as high priorities making up the reminder of the top 3.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18% Travel 2-3 hrs 
 

27% Travel 30 min - 2 hrs 
 

55% Travel 3+ hrs 
 

Travel Times 

77% Bracebridge 
 
44% Huntsville 
 

47% Muskoka Lakes 
 

Regional Stops 

27% Getaway/Rest & Relaxation 
 9% Recreation 
 

55% Visiting Family/Friends 
 

Main Reasons for Visiting 

45% Couples/Group of 2 
 
23% Adult Groups of 3+ 
 

27% Groups with Kids/Youth 
 

Groups Make up 

35% 46-65+ yrs 
29% 19-29 yrs 
 

Ages (adult groups only) 

68% Shopping 
59% Dining 
 

95% Recreation 
 

Top Actives While Visiting 

45% Events/Festivals 
 

64% Dining 
 
45% Attractions 
 

Top Wants/Improvements 
55% Friends/Family 
 27% Short Term Rental 
 

Where They Are Staying 

14% Camping 
 

36% 30-45 yrs 

Spending Habits 

59% $100-$500 
 
14% 1,500+ 
 

27% $500-$1,500 
 

0% $0-$100 
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Survey Results Show 
 The Main Reason for Visiting Gravenhurst over the last three years has shifted from Visiting Friends and Family 

(-12%) to visiting for a Getaway/Rest and Relaxation (+10%), and trends are showing more visitors staying in 
local accommodations rather than with Friends and Family.   

 2020 saw a noticeable decrease (-21%) in visitation of regional survey respondents, being 30min – 2hrs.  This 
is likely a direct result of the COVID-19 pandemic, with regional visitors potentially having more time and 
savings and seeing this as an opportunity to discover new/distant places in the province. 

 This year saw a large shift with increased visitations (+19%) during the “Shoulder Seasons” between Nov 1 – 
Apr 30. This has prompted an increase of specific comments related to the want/need for Fall and Winter 
recreation, entertainment and attraction opportunities. 

 Some new areas of improvement were cited, including the need for additional beautification efforts in the 
downtown, outdoor dining opportunities and open air/pop up markets. 

 Spending Averages Per Group Per Visit have decreased year over year.  Trends suggest that visitors are 
spending less during their visit overall.  Where the biggest impacts are observed, is when visitors spending 
$100-$500 and $500-$1500 decrease.  

 Over the last three years’ survey trends show an increase of visitor respondents between 19-45 as well as and 
increase in Groups with Kids/Youth. 

 While Extended Holidayers spend the most per group/per visit, they spend the least amount of time in 
Gravenhurst, on average only 5% stay/spend exclusively in Gravenhurst, splitting their time and money more 
regionally. 

 

Where We Excel 
 

Gravenhurst’s quaint and nostalgic cottage appeal continues to delight new visitors, while drawing 
many visitors back annually. Being part of a larger well identified Muskoka brand, and increased 

tourism marketing efforts over the last few years is attracting new visitors to discover what 
Gravenhurst and the region has to offer. 
 
2020 saw growth towards a more four-season destination, likely driven by the pent up 
demand created by the COVID-19 pandemic.  It is important to continue to look to grow and 
support this goal and over the last three years’ trends have shown a small shift in this 

direction.   

 
Opportunities  
 

 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
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Survey responses show an increased desire for entertainment and activities both in the summer and winter. Examples 
such as winter attractions, winter events, and more diverse indoor and outdoor offerings were mentioned. Creating 
or attracting more and different “Things to Do” throughout the year should be a continued priority in the Town’s 
tourism development plans.   
 
Over the last three years, respondents, have called for extended business hours and evening 
entertainment/experiences.  These comments do only ask for later hours of operation but 
also increased accessibility in shoulder and off-season time frames.  Comments are voiced 
from all age groups, but with an increase in younger visitors this will become more important 
to increase the length of visitor stays and return trips.  
 
Food is important and continues to be a key part of deciding where people travel. Visitors to Gravenhurst continue to 
seek more variety in dining experiences, whether that is in the form of bricks and mortar restaurants, seasonal food 
trucks/outdoor food vendors or in food festivals.  The COVID-19 pandemic has created an appreciation and increased 
desire for outdoor dining and patios. 
 
Family Friendly was a growing trend with respondents this year.  Parents are looking to make memories and/or find 
“things to do” when the weather isn’t cooperating. Nostalgia continues to pull residents and visitors alike back to the 
region.  Capitalizing on building a connection is an opportunity not only for return visits but also future conversion of 
visitors to residents.  
 
More visitors are seeking vacation packages, especially for couples. They are also seeking more information about 
what’s happening. Getting the word out about what and when tourism offerings are available is an essential piece in 
growing Gravenhurst as a destination.  
 

 
 
Visitors are still seeking more variety (both design and affordability) when it comes to traditional 
roofed accommodations.  Trends among respondents cited an interest in affordability, child 
friendly amenities and better stock.  Many expanded further to say that current stock is either 
too expensive or was outdated and did not meet their expectations.  

 
 

 

Music has been a top want/need of survey respondents over the last three years, and those who have experienced 
current offerings such as Music on the Barge or Muskoka Music Festival want more. Celebrating our local heritage and 
cultural assets is a way to set ourselves apart and connect visitors with the community. This year as well as in 2019 
there was an increased number of comments related to arts and cultural experiences including more public and 
“street” art, movie theatre, historic walking tours, etc.  
 
This survey and other strategic initiatives have allowed Gravenhurst to identified opportunities.  The opportunities 
identified will be used to build and grow as a tourism destination over the next 5 to 10 years. 
 
 


